I. Introduction
ars's similarity to Earth has aroused considerable curiosity for a long time. Recently, interest in searching for evidence that water and extraterrestrial life previously existed on
Mars has made the planet a major target of planetary exploration.
Since the 1990s, several Mars-orbiting space missions have been launched, such as Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) [1] and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) [2] ;
additional Mars exploration missions are currently being planned, such as Mars
Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution [3] and Mars Trace Gas Mission. For these missions, orbit design is a very important issue, and research in this area is vitally important for the success of these missions.
Typically, satellites orbiting around a celestial body are placed into one of five special types of orbits: sun-synchronous orbits, orbits at the critical inclination, frozen orbits, repeating ground track orbits, and areostationary orbits. Sun-synchronous orbits are orbits with a precession rate of the orbital plane equal to the planetary revolution around the sun, so these orbits are especially suitable for remote sensing satellites.
M
Lagrangian planetary equations, which give the mean precession rate of the line of node, provide the theoretical foundation of sun-synchronous orbits. Boain described basic mechanical characteristics of Earth's sun-synchronous orbits and provided several design algorithms to satisfy practical mission requirements [4] . Several Martian satellites have been placed into sun-synchronous orbits, such as MGS [1] and MRO [2] .
Orbits at the critical inclination can keep eccentricity and argument of perigee invariable on average. For example, the Molniya and Tundra orbits applied such conditions to stop the rotation of argument of perigee. Orlov introduced the concept of the Earth critical inclination [5] , and Brouwer eliminated short-period terms based on canonical transformations [6] . Later, Coffey analyzed the averaged Hamilton system reduced by the Delaunay normalization and provided geometrical interpretation of the critical inclination for Earth's artificial satellites [7] . Some research has regarded orbits at the critical inclination as types of frozen orbits [8, 9] .
Frozen orbits have always been an important focus of orbit design because their average eccentricity and argument of perigee remain constant. Cutting first proposed the idea of frozen orbits in his research regarding orbit analysis of the Earth satellite SEASAT-A [10] . Coffey discovered three families of frozen orbits in the averaged zonal problem up to 9 J for satellites close to an Earth-like planet [8] . Aorpimai analyzed the conditions of Earth frozen orbits using epicycle elements, and he extended analytic analysis to arbitrary zonal terms [9] . Folta used numerical simulations combined with a traditional differential correction (DC) process to obtain frozen orbits around the moon in the full gravity model [11] .
Repeating ground track orbits are defined as orbits with periodically repeating ground tracks, meaning that the trajectory ground track will repeat after a whole number of revolutions within a whole number of days. A repeating ground track is the key factor for the temporal resolution of Earth satellites, and this concept is one of the major design considerations of sun-synchronous orbits [4] . Earth's satellites are often placed into repeating ground track orbits in order to achieve better coverage properties [12, 13] .
Stationary orbits around Mars are usually referred to as areostationary orbits, even though no satellites have been placed in these orbits so far. However, stationary orbits around Earth have been widely used, especially for communications satellites and navigation satellites. Clarke proposed the notion of stationary orbits for Earth, and he considered it applicable for communications satellites [14] . Musen and Bailie proved that there exist four equilibrium solutions for geostationary orbits: two are stable and two are unstable [15] . Elipe and López-Moratalla analyzed the stability of the stationary points for any celestial body [16] .
In the present study, analytical formulations and numerical simulations are used to analyze these five types of orbits around Mars. The analytical formulations are based on mean element theory, for which Kozai [17] , Brouwer [18] , Lyddane [19] , and Iszak [20] contributed research. For the numerical verifications, PSODE algorithm, which combines particle swarm optimization (PSO) with differential evolution (DE) [21] , is used. The only perturbation considered is the gravitational asphericity effect because this is the most basic factor that encourages or influences these orbits. Other perturbations, including atmospheric forces, solar gravitational force, and solar radiation pressure, are not considered.
This study investigates characteristics of five special types of Martian orbits, and provides analytical and numerical methods to achieve them. These orbits are also compared with their Earth counterparts. It is expected that the survey results could be useful for the orbit design of future Mars exploration missions.
II. Mars Gravity Model
The Mars gravity model used in this study is Goddard Mars Model 2B (GMM-2B), which contains spherical harmonic coefficients up to 80 80  [22] . Some of the zonal harmonics and tesserals used are given as J 2 =1.95545×10 -3 , J 3 =3.14498×10 -5 , short-period terms, and it approximates satellite motion by separating periodic terms from secular terms [17, 18] . In this study, analytical formulations contain periodic perturbations of the first order and secular perturbations up to the second order.
IV. Sun-synchronous Orbits
Mars has a richly aspherical gravity field, with swelling at the equator. The equatorial bulge is responsible for the fact that the line of node, which is the intersection of the orbital plane of the spacecraft and the Mars equatorial plane, remains in constant rotation. The changing trend can be expressed in the form of the nodal precession rate   .
According to mean element theory, the mean nodal precession rate is comprised of 
Therefore, the mean nodal precession rate is
For sun-synchronous orbits, the rate of node precession is equal to the Mars mean motion around the sun, i.e.
This is a useful equation for achieving a wide range of sun-synchronous orbits. It can be seen that if values of a and e are set, the value of i can be determined.
Equation (4) can be further rearranged as 
It can be seen that   
Additionally, in order to avoid impact with the Martian surface, eccentricity should yield 
V. Orbits at the Critical Inclination
The Martian equatorial bulge can lead to rotation of argument of perigee and variation of eccentricity, which will negatively affect missions to Mars. These disadvantages can be avoided by selecting orbits at the critical inclination.
The traditional method for analyzing orbits at the critical inclination only considers the 2 J term, i.e. the secular perturbations of the first order. Using this method, the average variation rates of eccentricity and argument of perigee are 
The condition that the drift rate of the mean eccentricity equals zero is naturally met, and rotation of argument of perigee can be stopped if the inclination satisfies the equation 
The method mentioned above is useful for Earth, but it is not accurate enough for In order to find a better initial condition, the secular perturbations of the second order need to be considered in addition to those of the first order. The average variation rates of e and  arising from the secular perturbations of the second order are [18] 
The condition of Eq. (13) is also naturally met, so only the average variation rate of  needs to be considered, and is set equal to zero.
Substituting Eqs. (10) and (14) into (15) 
Additionally, in order to avoid an impact on the Martian surface, eccentricity should satisfy the inequality (8) . Figure 5 shows the values of   
VI. Frozen Orbits
To keep e and  constant on average, frozen orbits are also advantageous because a and i can be set independently. For frozen orbits, the variations of e and  can be stopped by choosing a small eccentricity and argument of perigee to be around either 90 or 270 .
Because of the small eccentricity, long-period terms of the first order must be considered. The main parts of the first order long-period terms of e and  [18] 
For frozen orbits, the average variation rates of e and  are set equal to zero. 
From the above analysis, it can be seen that a and i can be set independently for frozen orbits, which will provide great convenience for different missions. Figure 7 shows values of frozen e for combinations of a and i . Here, the twin peaks correspond to zeros of the denominator of Eq. (27). 
VII. Repeating Ground Track Orbits
Repeating ground track orbits have the valuable property that their ground track repeats periodically. These orbits can provide good appearance for orbital covering, which is significant for remote sensing satellites.
For a satellite, the interval of the adjacent ground track in the equator is
where N T is the nodal period of the motion of the spacecraft, which can be expressed as
Based on mean element theory, the average rates of  , M , and  can be expressed as 
In order to realize global coverage, engineers usually adopt repeating ground track orbits whose periods are multi-sol. The condition for repeating ground track orbits can be written as
where N and R are positive integers, and
In this condition, the ground track will repeat after the satellite runs R circles in N sols.
In engineering practice, the ground track repetition parameter Q is often used to describe repeating ground track orbits, which is defined as 
VIII. Areostationary Orbits
The ground track of stationary orbits remains stationary, which arouses great interest to operators of communications and weather satellites. Extensive research has been conducted on geostationary orbits. However, the Mars gravity field is different from Earth's, which will produce distinctions in their stationary orbits.
For stationary orbits, tesseral harmonic terms (except for zonal harmonics) must be taken into account. Taking the second order and degree harmonics, the gravity potential function of Mars can be simplified as Using PSODE algorithm with the initial longitude of the spacecraft as the optimized variable, the more accurate equilibrium solution can be obtained, which is near to the point located above the equatorial minor axis with the longitude 18.138   . Figure 10c presents two years' simulation, and it shows that this point is the exact equilibrium solution in the full gravity field. Figure 10d shows that after optimization, the amplitude of the longitude can be reduced significantly, to about 0.00435 . Thus, the point with the longitude 18.138   can be used as the initial condition for areostationary orbits, where stationkeeping is not necessary.
IX. Conclusions
There exist five special types of orbits around Mars: sun-synchronous orbits, orbits at the critical inclination, frozen orbits, repeating ground track orbits, and areostationary The analysis also shows that the restrictive definition of these orbits cannot be precisely satisfied in the 80 80

Mars gravity field, but it is possible to select these special orbits for Mars that can reduce or eliminate the need for stationkeeping. These orbits are of special interest for missions around Mars and are appropriate for various requirements. It is expected that this study can provide orbit design principles for future Mars exploration missions.
